Vac-Tron has more than 30 industrial vacuum products and more than 50 wet and dry uses with 115 dealer locations in North America. Available in skid, trailer, and truck mounted configurations.

**MC (Mini Combo) Series:**
One of the most versatile hydro excavator and sewer jetter machines on the market today. The MC combines a compact vacuum system with an affordable jetter designed to clean laterals up to 12 inches in diameter.

**CV (Competitive Vac) Series:**
The CV offers the performance you have come to expect from Vac-Tron while keeping the cost of operation to a minimum. This is our low price point vac available with 580 or 1,000 CFM. This is a great vac for your rental fleet.

**The Vac-Tron DIFFERENCE!**
- Vac-Tron’s patented CVS Filtration system (Big Red) has 0.5 micron filtration (best in the industry).
- Vac-Tron units are built from start to finish at our factory including the trailer which consists of a sturdy I-Beam construction. There is no tougher trailer on the market. American Made.
- Vac-Tron’s trailers are low profile keeping the components of the unit easily accessible while making the unit safe to tow.
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Vac-Tron Equipment is the industry's innovative leader and one of the world's largest producers of industrial vacuum equipment and vacuum excavation equipment.

www.vactron.com
HTV (Hydro Truck Vac) PTO Series:
HTV series of PTO driven systems are available on Ford or Freightliner chassis. The full line is available with 300-gallon to 1,200-gallon debris tanks. The PTO (power take off) of the truck drives positive displacement vacuum blowers that produce 1,000 CFM and gives you the performance needed to take on the tough jobs in a compact package. The available towing package is another benefit allowing you to tow other equipment to the job site to help with efficiency.

CS (Competitive) Series:
The CS is ideal for drill slurry cleanup as well as other projects that call for slurry removal. With the optional reverse pressure, you can collect the slurry, transport, and offload it into another container or simply open the rear door and dump the material quickly. This unit is vacuum only and best used for cleanup. It’s compact size and low profile make a big impact on its versatility. Available in 500, 800 and 1,200-gallon debris tanks.

EV (Economy Vac) Series:
This unit is ideal for valve box cleanout as well as vacuum excavation projects. With the power of some of the larger vacs, the EV series offers maneuverability in tight spaces and can be easily towed with a half-ton pickup truck. This EV comes standard with a 150-gallon debris tank and a 40-gallon fresh water tank.

LP (Low Profile) Series:
Vac-Tron’s premiere line of industrial vacuums and vacuum excavation equipment. Available with gas or diesel engines and high or low CFM. The LP Series starts with 300-gallon debris tanks and goes up to 1,200-gallon debris tanks. The low profile trailer keeps the components of the unit easily accessible while making the unit safe to tow and putting this series in a league of its own.

JTV (Jetter Truck Vac) PTO Series:
JTV is a series of PTO truck driven systems that combine high CFM vacuum excavation with high pressure jetter capabilities putting this truck in a league of its own. It is one of the most versatile sewer jetter machines on the market today. Available in 500, 800 and 1,200-gallon debris tanks.

AIR Series:
The AIR unit has all the power needed to excavate dry material safely. This series delivers unmatched power and performance by combining water and air for vacuum excavation. Vac-Tron has an optional Patented Remote Debris Tank (RDT) for the AIR excavation units. The remote debris tank collects the dry material which can then be positioned back over the hole and the dry soil can be put back into place without causing much disruption to the surroundings. This equipment is a leader in the dry excavator market.